Private Tuition:
One-to-one Lessons

Students who want to learn English or improve their English language
skills do not always have the time to take a full time course, and others
who are already studying may need some extra tutorials to help them
with their progress. For these students we can provide one-to-one (1:1)
tuition. Our teachers can focus on the particular areas that need
improvement.

About this course:
Class size:

1

Course length: 1 or more
lessons of
50 minutes
Date:

As arranged

Who is this for?
Individuals who want intensive help with their general English language
performance or want to focus on a particularly skill.

Age:

11+

What are the benefits of taking one-to-one lessons?

Lesson Fees:

• Individual attention from your teacher throughout the lesson
• Targeted learning based on individual learning needs
• Learning materials and activities selected and tailored for your needs

One-to-one
£55.00

Because it is just you and your teacher, you can choose exactly what you
want to concentrate on. This could be anything from intensive work on
pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, speaking or listening, to more
specialised areas like business or social English or exam preparation. This
also means your teacher is able to select and adapt materials that suit your
learning needs and your style of learning.
If you choose to learn with a friend or family member, we can also offer twoto-one (2:1) lessons. You will both need to be at the same level of English on
the CEFR framework prior to enrolling on a 2:1 course.

Minimum Level: A0 (CEFR)

Two-to-one
£90.00
About one-to-one lessons:
• One teacher to one student
means we can focus exactly
on your language learning
needs.
• You can book one-to-one
classes whatever your level.
• You can combine one-to-one
lessons with any other course
giving you the flexibility to
enhance and extend your
study with us.

www.cesc.co.uk

Private Tuition: One-to-one Lessons
COURSE PROGRAMME
Before you start your lessons, we will ask you to give us as much information as
possible about what you expect from your lessons. Your teacher will then use
this information to plan lessons just for you.
You will arrange with CESC to schedule your lesson at a time which is best for
you, although these will normally be available in the afternoon after existing
courses have finished for the day. Other students already studying with us also
sometimes take one-to-one lessons.
ACCOMMODATION AND TRANSFERS
Accommodation and airport transfers can be arranged. Prices are available on
our 2019-20 Course Price List.
HOW TO BOOK:
• Visit our website: www.cesc.co.uk and click on ‘Book Now’
• Complete the enrolment form, selecting One-to-One lessons from the
course menu
• One-to-one course fees must be paid on booking
• You will not be required to pay a deposit unless you have booked a course of
one-to-one lessons (ie. 5 or more 1:1 lessons)
• You will not be required to pay a registration fee when booking one-to-one
lessons only
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